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This survey is intended to be used for general informational purposes only and is not to be relied upon or used for any particular
purpose. Swiss Re Corporate Solutions shall not be held responsible in any way for, and specifically disclaims any liability arising
out of or in any way connected to, reliance on or use of any of the information contained or referenced in this article. The
information contained or referenced in this article is not intended to constitute and should not be considered legal, accounting or
professional advice, nor shall it serve as a substitute for the recipient obtaining such advice.
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Introduction
n: Attorrneys Share Th
houghtts on Aggents
E&O Claims
Survey of
o Swiss Ree Corporatee Solutionss Panel Couunsel Membbers Provid
des Real‐W
World
Informa
ation

Earlier thiis year, Swiss Re Corporate
e Solutions an
nd Big “I” ageency E&O riskk managemen
nt team develloped
a survey to
t gain more perspective into the agentt’s E&O litigattion environm
ment and to gget real‐world
d
feedback from the outtstanding atto
orneys on the
e front line deefending yourr interests. Th
he survey was
delivered to one panell counsel atto
orney from Sw
wiss Re Corpoorate Solution
ns in each statte. The attorrneys
that respo
onded had an
n average of 24
2 years of exxperience wo rking with Sw
wiss Re Corporate Solution
ns to
defend po
olicyholders. Collectively they
t
have han
ndled thousa nds of agencyy E&O cases. A review of tthe
responsess provides som
me great dire
ection on whe
ere E&O claim
ms may be lurrking in the aggency and ho
ow to
avoid them.
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Section 1: Inside Your Defense Counsel from Swiss Re
Corporate Solutions– Getting to Know Them
Ever wonder what makes the panel counsel attorneys from Swiss Re Corporate Solutions tick? In a
recent survey we found out a little more about the folks that defend you when an E&O claim happens.
One thing is for sure, there is a lot more to them than just knowing the legal process. Whether it’s a
dream about being a coach or the children that make them smile, here are some of their responses:
What is your greatest strength?













Ability to think through a problem thoroughly and develop a solution
Commitment to seeing the job through
Ability to focus on the big picture
Preparation
Perseverance and determination
Passion for defending agents
Creativity in addressing challenges
Ability to recognize and simplify issues
People skills
Sense of humor
Communication skills
Tenacious negotiator

We asked the attorneys what profession they would be if not an attorney. Surprisingly, there were not
many insurance agents listed but we won’t hold that against them. A coach and teacher were popular
answers to these questions. Also, like the beloved Seinfeld character George Costanza, we even had a
marine biologist and an architect. Check them out:
If not an attorney, what?














Coach
Sportswriter
Business owner
Architect
Airline pilot
Teacher/Professor
Guitarist
Rock Star
Chef
Handyman
Marine biologist
Carpenter
Doctor
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 Investment advisor
 Life Counselor
 Advertising Executive
When involved in an E&O claim it really isn’t a time for smiling. But we asked the attorneys what makes
them smile. As you probably suspected family was often the catalyst for that big grin. Here’s how they
responded:
What makes you smile?:














Children/Grandchildren
Discovering a new song
Puns and irony
Dinner with friend
Seeing the happiness of family
A good result for agents
A beautiful sunset
Satire
A home run on a sunny day
Music
Pet dog
Another smile
Monty Python

A motto is a phrase that formally summarizes the general motivation or intention of someone or an
organization. It can be a rule or slogan that dictates underlying actions. We put the attorneys from
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions on the spot with a survey question about their favorite motto. Hear what
they had to say and may they provide you with much inspiration:
Favorite Motto:
















“Be prepared”
“I see no need to fail when success is offered every day.”
“Igitur qui desiderat pacem, praeparet bellum.” – If you want peace prepare for war.
“All honest labor has honor.”
“I am the common denominator in all my problems.”
“Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.”
“Never give up.”
“Your hard work will soon show results.”
“And this too shall pass.”
“Live Free or Die”
“Be careful what you ask for, you may get it.”
“Unto thine own self first be true.”
“If it’s worth doing, it’s worth overdoing.”
“I’d rather be hated for who I am than loved for who I am not.”
“A lawyer who represents himself has a fool for a client.”
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Carpe Diem
“Trust but verify.”
“Life is what you make it.”
“Would you rather be happy or right?”
“A man who walks but a mile a day will get round the world at last.”
“Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man’s character, give him power.”
“No substitute for preparation.”
“If you want something done well, do it yourself.”
“Even a broke clock is right twice a day.”
“That which does not kill you makes you stronger.”
“Nothing is impossible.”
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Sectio
on 2: Common
n Allegaations M
Made A
Againstt Agents
An allegattion is an asse
ertion made by
b a party thaat must be prroved and sup
pported with evidence.
Allegation
ns can be mad
de on “inform
mation and be
elief” if the peerson is not sure of all the facts. It’s
importantt for agents to
o remember that until eacch statement is proved it iss only an allegation. Just
because you
y have a claaim made agaainst you doesn’t mean yoou did anythin
ng wrong or b
breached your
legal dutyy. We also surveyed the paanel counsel attorneys froom Swiss Re C
Corporate Solutions for theeir
thoughts on what the most commo
on allegations against agennts. Based on
n the claims d
data that we
consistently review the
ere were really no surprise
es. However,, this informaation can be vvery useful for
agencies from
f
a risk management perspective
p
ass they give di rection on aggency procedures that can be
reviewed to make sure
e the agency is
i doing everyything they caan to avoid exxposing them
mselves to thee
d that if you’ree not doing yyour
potential claim. Share these with your staff and ask them to keep in mind
job prope
erly and follow
wing agency procedure
p
one of these all egations could come in a lawsuit. And
remembe
er the customer’s file will tell the sorry, so documentt thoroughly.
I DID WHA
AT?
Most Com
mmon Allegattions Againstt Agents
 Faailure to proccure appropriate coverage
e or
ad
dequate limitts
 Faailure to advise of policy exclusions
e
or limitations
l
(ccoverage gapss)
 Negligent dete
ermination off inappropriatte
property value
es
 Faailure to advise about coin
nsurance penalty
 Negligent misrrepresentatio
on of coverage
e
dle claims pro
operly causingg carrier
 Faailure to hand
denial
 Breach of fiducciary duty
 Exxceeding bind
ding authorityy or binding an
a
unacceptable risk
r (Carrier claim
c
against agent)
perly handle coverage
c
for additional
a
 Faailure to prop
in
nsureds and certificate
c
holders
 Holding themsselves out as an
a expert or risk
r
management
m
specialist
s
 Faailing to explaain audit provvisions in poliicies
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Sectio
on 3: Things
T
to
t Remember When Claims Occur
Being sue
ed in an E&O claim
c
is unforrtunate, but that
t
is why yoou purchase
Profession
nal Liability in
nsurance. Em
motions can ru
un wild whenn it happens to
o
you, but there
t
are som
me things thatt you need to remember. Most
importanttly you need to
t get your E&
&O carrier invvolved as sooon as a potential
incident arises.
a
You also need to make sure you understand tthe Report an
nd
Notice Pro
ovisions of yo
our E&O policcy to make sure you or youur staff don’t do
anything that
t
would je
eopardize the coverage affforded by thee E&O policy.

 Remember thaat just becausse you are sue
ed doesn’t m
mean you did
an
nything wron
ng
 Provide E&O carrier immed
diate notice of claim
 Never admit liaability or tell the customer, “Don’t worrry, I have E&O
co
overage.”
 Only
O discuss matter
m
with E&
&O carrier and appointed defense coun
nsel
 Preserve, organize and provvide all docum
ments relatedd to the accou
unt to your E&
&O carrier orr
defense counssel
 Do not give up
p any portion of the custom
mer file withoout a subpoen
na or consulting with an
atttorney
 Never talk with
h the plaintifff’s side without representaation
 Le
earn from the
e experience and find ways to improve the agency’ss operations
 Fu
ully cooperate in every waay with the E&
&O carrier an d defense counsel
 Getting sued iss not the end of the world
e sued just to keep the casse in state couurt
 Agents may be
 Trrust your E&O
O carrier
 Th
he case will likely turn on credibility and documentaation
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Sectio
on 4: Most
M
Co
ommon
n Agentt Errorss Attorn
neys See
The panell counsel atto
orneys from Swiss
S
Re Corporate
Solutions average almo
ost 25 years of
o experience
e in
defendingg insurance aggent’s E&O cllaims. They have
h
seen
the good, the bad, and
d the ugly. We
W asked them
m to provide
their thou
ughts on the common
c
erro
ors they see agents
make, cau
using them to
o be involved in an E&O claaim.
Review th
he items listed
d below and take
t
stock of your
agency’s performance
p
and if there are
a areas of
improvem
ment needed to prevent th
hese errors.
Most Com
mmon Errors Attorneys Se
ee When Defe
ending
Agents
 Attempts to ne
egotiate with the carrier on
o behalf of thhe customer after the den
nial of a claim
 Faailing to docu
ument coverage discussion
ns where the customer decclined to purcchase coverage,
in
ncluding highe
er limits
 Laack of timelin
ness in deliverring the policyy to the custoomer
 Faailing to comp
prehensively document te
elephone convversations wiith customerss
 Laack of compliance with carrrier requirem
ments in placiing coverage
 Faailing to follow internal ste
eps outlined in
i the agencyy’s procedures manual
 Laack of commu
unication in understanding
u
g the customeer operation or coverage n
needs
 Faailure to resp
pond in a time
ely fashion to customer inqquiries and qu
uestions
 Dabbling ‐ gettting outside of
o the agents expertise
 Not identifyingg differences in coverage when
w
renewinng a policy on
n a different p
policy form
 Making
M
coveraage determinaations on beh
half of the carrrier
 Faailing to discu
uss updating coverage
c
as their customeer grows
 Not getting siggned applicatiions from the
eir customerss
elf to be an exxpert or risk manager
m
wheen you are no
ot
 Holding yourse
 Laack of knowle
edge of the prroduct they are
a selling
 Overstating
O
orr misrepresen
nting the prod
ducts coveragge
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Section 5: Preventing E&O Claims
An Ounce of Prevention Equals a Pound of Professionalism
Ben Franklin said “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” Unfortunately, in our imperfect
and hectic world we often lose sight of being proactive and are more reactive. We asked the panel
counsel from Swiss Re Corporate Solutions what agents could do to prevent E&O claims or at least to get
them resolved quickly. Below are their responses for your review to see how your agency stacks up.
Take a moment and get PROACTIVE by sharing these with your staff and talking about this list at your
next staff meeting. It will be worth the time because not only will these best practices help reduce your
E&O exposure but can also improve your profitability and professionalism.
Best Practices To Prevent E&O Claims or Get Them Resolved Quickly:
 Understand the standard of care owed to your customer and how this may vary depending on
the state in which you are doing business Maintain standard agency procedures that address
each type of customer transaction
 Audit to ensure standard agency procedures are adhered to by all agency staff, and that file
comments are at the professional standard desired by your agency
 Thoroughly document customers files with requests for coverage, both offered and rejected
 Use surveys/coverage checklists to identify customer’s exposures and to document the
acceptance or rejection of coverages
 Voice mail, email, fax, or other electronic communication should contain a disclaimer stating
coverage cannot be bound without speaking with a licensed representative
 Implement a standard procedure to review policies and endorsements for accuracy, recognizing
that non‐admitted policies in particular may contain non‐standard coverage conditions or
exclusions
 Deliver policy on a timely basis and document policy was delivered while also including language
your customer to read their policy to ensure that is in accord with the insurance ordered by the
customer and to contact your agency if any changes are desired. (Note: State laws may require
varying levels of delivery confirmation)
 Utilize the agency management system at all times and for all communications/correspondence
 Send written correspondence to customers confirming declined coverages
 Include disclaimers on all coverage summaries and policy delivery correspondence.
o Example language: PLEASE READ YOUR POLICY CAREFULLY: This is a proposal (or
summary) provided for illustration purposes only; it is not a legal contract. It is provided
to facilitate your understanding of your insurance program. Please refer to the actual
policies for specific terms, coverage, conditions, limitations and exclusions that will
govern the event of a loss. Specimen copies of all policies are available for review prior
to the binding of coverage. In assisting you with your insurance needs we have been
dependent upon information provided to us by you. If there are other areas that need
to be evaluated prior to binding of coverage, please bring them to our attention. Should
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any of your business operations or exposures to loss change after coverage is bound, it
is the customer’s responsibility to let us know promptly so proper coverage(s) can be
discussed.
Avoid “renew as is” ‐ Discuss with customers what has changed since last year and offer
increased limits or additional coverages
Stay within your comfort zone and area of expertise
Be aware of how policies you place integrate and overlap, especially regarding umbrella and
excess policies
Instill a “claims prevention” mentality among agency staff
Submit ALL claims to the carrier in a timely manner and do not make coverage determination on
behalf of the carrier
Have the customer sign, date, and initial applications, where required
Require continuing education to staff beyond just what is required to maintain licenses
Have service standards and respond to all customer inquiries in a timely fashion
Do not alter standard Certificates of Insurance forms or indicate coverage or limits that do not
exist on the actual insurance policy
Require written confirmation from the insured before making any changes to an existing policy,
or if accepted via telephone, send written confirmation to the customer verifying change
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Sectio
on 6: Prevaili
P
ng Whe
en It Haappenss to You
u
After A Claim – To
op Things An
A Agent Ca
an Do
To Preva
ail:
We asked
d the panel co
ounsel attorne
eys from Swisss Re
Corporate
e Solutions th
he top things an agent can do to
prevail if an
a agent does have an E&O claim. The
eir
responsess are below but
b many were universal sttressing
to be honest, to preserrve all docum
mentation asso
ociated
c
file
e, to fully coo
operate with
with the customers
defense counsel,
c
and to
t avoid discu
ussing the claiim with
anyone ou
utside of the agency.
 In
nvolve your E&
&O carrier eaarly and as soon as
yo
ou become aw
ware of an incident that co
ould
potential give rise to a claim
m
 Never give a deposition witthout contactting
our E&O carrier and beingg accompanied by the agreeed upon atto
orney
yo
 Im
mmediately write
w
a chrono
ology of events or summarry of facts leaading up to th
he claim
 Id
dentify all peo
ople in the aggency that maay have relevaant information on the underlying claim
m
 Make
M
sure that agency stafff do not talk to
t the custom
mer, customeer’s counsel, o
or other outsiiders
re
egarding the claim,
c
refer th
hem to your E&O carrier
 Fu
ully cooperate with and taake advice offfered by yourr defense counsel
 Don’t withhold
d or delete an
ny communications
 Make
M
your besst efforts to gather,
g
assem
mble, and presserve all docu
umentation and informatio
on
re
elating to the claim and thoroughly learrn the file
 Be truthful
W
with deffense counsel to thoroughly prepare fo r depositionss
 Work
 Te
estify persuassively and politely to make
e a positive im
mpression
 Do not discusss the case with anyone oth
her than your E&O carrier or defense co
ounsel
 Remain calm and
a let your attorney do th
he worrying foor you
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Sectio
on 7: What’s
W
Exposin
ng Yourr Agenccy?
Danger, Will Robin
nson!
Sometime
es agents justt have too mu
uch on their plate
p
to makee E&O risk maanagement a priority. It’s one
thing not to be proactiive and it is wholly
w
another thing to be unnecessarilyy increasing liability with
W asked the
e panel counsel from Swisss Re Corporatte Solutions to
dangerous activities. We
o tell us theirr
opinions on
o the most dangerous
d
things that agents could do tto expose theemselves to EE&O claims. TTake
a moment to look in th
he mirror – arre these you??
Most Dan
ngerous – Things Exposingg Your Agenccy to an E&O Claim
 Having agencyy procedures in
i place that are not
sttrictly followe
ed by all agen
ncy staff
 Advocating in writing
w
on be
ehalf of the cu
ustomer
mitted and de
enied by the
once a claim had been subm
caarrier
 Laacking thorou
ugh understan
nding of the products
p
being sold to customers
c
 Misrepresentin
M
ng the scope of coverage procured
p
 Making
M
a cove
erage determiination on behalf of the
caarrier
 Faailing to offerr additional co
overages and
d increased
lim
mits
 Faailing to docu
ument the cusstomers decliination of covverages and liimits
 Isssuing binderss outside the
e scope of the
e agency’s binnding authoritty
 Making
M
repressentations abo
out the adequacy of coverrage – “fully ccovered”
 Dabbling in are
eas outside of the agency’s expertise
 Over‐promisin
O
onship” with o
or reliance byy the
g in advertising materials,, creating a “sspecial relatio
cu
ustomer
 Renewing policies “as is” without a revie
ew of possiblee changes in eexposures
ew the policy to make sure
e it matches tthe applicatio
on and propossal
 Faailing to revie
 Having the cusstomer sign a blank applicaation or signi ng customer’’s name on th
heir behalf
 Modifying
M
the language on a Certificate of Insurance or using it ass a way to add
d an Additional
In
nsured endorssement (with
hout actually adding
a
the AII endorsemen
nt itself)
 Faailing to unde
erstand the cu
ustomer’s business/opera tion
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Sectio
on 8: What’s
W
In Yourr File – Good D
Documeentatio
on?
Goodd File Docuumentation
n – What
Shouuld Be Incluuded and W
What Shoulld
Not
Imagi ne one of you
ur customers’ files projectted
up onn a big screen in a court roo
om for all to see.
Wouldd you feel com
mfortable thaat the file wo
ould
providde a clear and
d understandable timelinee of
all of tthe interactio
ons with the ccustomer? W
Would
it coveer the Who, W
What, Why, W
When, and Ho
ow?
Docum
mentation should provide a road map o
of
daily activvities backed up by signed applications,, checklists, a nd proposalss identifying ccoverage thatt
were acce
epted and rejected. Agentts generally do not lose E&
&O cases becaause of too m
much
documenttation. Are all employees following staandard docum
mentation praactices for all customers, aall of
the time?? And when was
w the last time random files
f
were revviewed for verification?
 Fiile should include all comm
munications with
w the custoomer includin
ng in‐person d
discussions, p
phone
caalls, faxes, texxts, and electronic commu
unications
 Any discussion
n of coveragess and exclusio
ons should bee documented, including w
whether they were
ejected. Ideallly customer signatures
s
aree obtained on
n forms ackno
owledging
acccepted or re
declinations
 E&
&O coverage checklists serve as solid documentatio
d
on
 Th
he prior year’’s E&O coveraage checklist,, sent to the ccustomer at rrenewal to inq
quire if anyth
hing
has changed, can
c then be used
u
as docum
mentation
 Written
W
confirmation of inssured’s desire
ed limits
 Note when policy was delivvered to insurred
 A transmittal letter included with the po
olicy stating thhat all policiees have condittions and
exxclusions whiich impact coverages, and
d it is the insuured’s responsibility to reaad the policy in
detail and to contact the aggency with an
ny questions oor requests fo
or changes
 All endorseme
ents issued should have an
n activity log iddentifying eitther the insurred’s request or
th
he carrier’s re
equirement. Documentation of additioon of endorsement delivery is also very
im
mportant.
 Documentation that any claaims reported
d to the agen cy were imm
mediately repo
orted to the ccarrier
 Do not include
e comments about
a
a claims (i.e.: attorn ey client privvileged inform
mation), or th
he
merits
m
of the claims,
c
or you
ur opinion as to whether oor not there iss coverage
 Resist the urge
e to go to bat for your custtomer when a claim is den
nied by the caarrier
c
concise, consistent, include whatt was done orr discussed with
 Documentation should be clear,
sp
pecific dates and
a times, an
nd able to be understood bby all agency staff
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 Daily activity logs, copies of change orders, premium adjustments, premium audits, applications,
renewal applications, declaration pages, and access to all policy forms described on declaration
page should be in the file
 Documentation should include unalterable date/time stamp
 Just the facts ‐ personal asides and comments should not be included in the customer file
 The objective of good documentation is to recreate the transaction in complete detail of the
step‐by‐step process used to serve the customer
 Do not put E&O claim information into the file of the customer involved
 Correspondence and conversations with the carriers should also be documented
 All staff should use the same system and procedures in documenting customer files
 Good documentation procedures will prove both that a specific event did or did not occur
 Documentation should state that the agent was asked to quote only the same coverage as prior
policy upon renewal, if indeed this is the case
 Record of agency issued Certificates of Insurance should be kept and a copy sent to the
insurance carrier(s)
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Sectio
on 9: Naughty
N
y or Nicce: Cheecklistss
Checklisst Marks th
he Spot
Using riskk exposure qu
uestionnaires and checklistts helps
agency staff to better understand
u
their custome
ers’
n, gathers the appropriate underwritingg
operation
informatio
on, identifies gaps in coverage, and serrves as
valuable customer
c
file documentatiion. The Big “I”
“ provides
a tool to help
h agents with
w risk exposure analysis called the
Big “I” Virrtual Risk Con
nsultant which
h is available exclusively
to Big “I” members (ww
ww.iiaba.net//VRC). We assked the
panel cou
unsel attorneyys from Swisss Re Corporate Solutions iff
they recommend the use
u of risk exp
posure questiionnaires
ecklists and what
w
are the
and E&O coverage che
consideraations? Below
w are their ressponses:
 Questionnaire
Q
s and checklissts should be
e utilized conssistently and in full, completed in their
entirety.
f agency staaff to double check to makke sure that aall relevant
 Checklists are a ready way for
in
nformation haas been provided to the cu
ustomer and aall of the custtomer’s need
ds touched up
pon
 Beware that questionnairess and checklissts often don’’t adequatelyy address the amount of th
he
co
overage need
ded – always offer
o
higher limits
 Th
he agency pro
ocedures manual should define
d
when qquestionnairees and checklists are used (new
an
nd renewal business) and this should be adhered too by all emplo
oyees
 Be aware of th
he applicable standard of care and dutyy to advise in the state in w
which you aree
nnaires and checklists cou ld potentiallyy broaden thee scope of thaat
doing businesss, as question
duty
uld be comprrehensive, siggned by the cuustomer, and
d updated ann
nually
 Checklists shou
with the customer
 Use of checklissts can increaase sales and improve the relationship w
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Sectio
on 10: Lesson
ns Learrned: Caases
with Happy Endinggs
Take a loo
ok at these off examples off E&O claims and
a what thee agency did
well. Share these with
h your staff an
nd talk about how your ag ency would ffair
ened to you.
if it happe
 FLLOOD WAIVER ‐ An insured suffered a flood
f
loss, theen sued its aggent for damaages for failin
ng to
ad
dvise that her homeownerr's policy did not cover all hurricane da mages, includ
ding flood, sin
nce it
had a "hurricane deductible
e." The agent’s customer ffile included a signed flood
d insurance
waiver.
w
When
n provided witth a copy of this
t waiver, thhe Plaintiff's ccounsel in turrn provided u
us
with
w an order of dismissal with
w prejudice
e.
 LEESSER COVER
RAGE ‐ The agent was accused of chang ing the renew
wal policy to o
one of lesser
co
overage. The
e agent sent a letter outlining the prior year’s coveraage and confirming the
differences in the
t new redu
uced coverage
e requested bby the custom
mer. The con
nfirmation lettter
re
eflected the agreement
a
be
etween the aggent and custtomer of the lesser coveraage. The customer
never conteste
ed the written
n agreement until suit wass filed.
 DECREASE REP
PLACEMENT COST
C
VALUE – The agent m
met with the p
plaintiff at renewal to reviiew
th
he insurance for
f the plainttiff’s commercial building. The plaintiff decided to reeduce the RCV
V on
th
he building baased on the decreasing
d
pro
operty assesssments. A CSR for the ageency sent two
le
etters after th
he meeting co
onfirming the plaintiff’s deecision to decrease the RCV
V of the build
ding.
After a loss the
e plaintiff insiisted that he did not instruuct the agentt to decrease the RCV and
he confirmatiion letters fro
om the agenccy were not reeceived. The agent made a
claimed that th
persuasive wittness and the two letters confirming
c
thee reduction o
of coverage provide an
exxcellent defense.
 FO
OR THE 5TH TIIME, DO YOU WANT FLOO
OD COVERAGEE? – An agentt insured a sm
mall manufactturing
faacility. Duringg the first visitt with the cusstomer the aggent observed
d a creek abo
out 50 yards
behind the buiilding. The aggent recommended flood insurance in the proposal on the first vvisit
an
nd on every subsequent
s
visit to the pro
operty. Each yyear the custo
omer file wass documented
d to
sh
how the recommendation and subsequ
uent rejectionn by the custo
omer of recom
mmended flo
ood
co
overage. In th
he 5th policy year the insured suffered significant flo
ood damage w
when the creeek
ovverflowed its banks duringg a "storm of the century" . The insured
d alleged that the agent faiiled
to
o adequately explain the "water" exclussion in his po licy thereby cconfusing him
m about the
necessity of flo
ood coverage
e. The docum
mentation of ooffering flood coverage wo
on the day.
 DON’T ROCK THE
T BOAT ‐ Th
he plaintiff allleged failure tto procure liaability insuran
nce coverage for
its rental of sm
mall boats. Th
he agency file
e (all containeed on the agency managem
ment system))
ented that the customer called
c
and cannceled the inssurance on th
he rental boatts
clearly docume
sttating that the business waas no longer renting
r
boatss. Then later,, when the bu
usiness again
so
ought to proccure the insurrance, the age
ency well‐doccumented its requests for information from
th
he client to un
nderwrite the
e policy. The customer filee documente d the custom
mers repeated
d
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failure to provide the information, including an inquiry on the day of the accident wherein the
customer said they were busy and would get back to the agency later in the week with the
underwriting information. The agency documented well the customer’s original decision to
cancel the coverage. The file also contained all of the agent’s attempts to get the required
information to re‐procure the coverage, which efforts might have been successful but for the
client's failure to timely provide the underwriting information. The agency personnel made
good impressions during the deposition.
 UNDERINSURED AND STILL TRYING TO SAVE MONEY ‐ The insured was grossly underinsured for
the value of property stored at their record storage facility. Using faxes, emails and letters, the
attorney was able to show that whenever the insured had requested info on buying more
coverage, a CSR for the agency had responded with the requested information within 24 hours.
There was a pattern where the insured would request information, get it, then start questioning
ways to reduce the cost as opposed to the original reason of increasing limits. The policyholders
would then inevitably drop the inquiry. This happened in fits and spurts over a period of years,
and the insured just never pulled the trigger to buy the additional coverage needed. The agency
was always prompt in providing the appropriate information needed to do so. The attorney was
able to show a pattern and practice for the insured calling and not acting on the information
provided by the agency. The case settled for a fraction of the underlying damages. This case
demonstrates how the agency's conduct and record‐keeping brought about a favorable result.
 A TOUCHY SUBJECT ‐ An agency was sued by its customer, a boat manufacturer, because the
manufacturer had an EPLI claim but no EPLI coverage. The boat manufacturer was seeking
reimbursement of attorney fees spent to defend the claims and the amount paid to the claimant
to settle the manner. The combined amount the manufacture was suing the agent for was well
over $100K. After reviewing the agency’s customer file the attorney found that the proposal
had clearly listed the fact that the policies available had no EPLI coverage. In addition to clearly
listing in the proposal that the coverage available did not provide EPLI coverage, the agency had
the customer sign and date the proposal and also had the customer initial each page. This
documentation got the lawsuit dismissed.
 EXACT COVERAGE REQUESTED: AGENT MEETS LEGAL DUTY – This case summary highlights the
need for agents to know their state’s duty to advise and standard of care. The agent gave the
customer the precise coverage he had requested. The agent’s file was well documented and
demonstrated that they had in fact obtained the coverage exactly as it was requested by the
customer. However, when the customer sustained an uncovered loss, he sued the agent
claiming that the agent should have not only procured the coverage that he had specifically
requested, but the coverage that would have covered this specific claim. While the agent had
clearly met his obligations under current state law, and a summary judgment in favor of the
agent was obtained, counsel for plaintiff proceeded with an appeal to the State Court of Appeals
in an effort to expand the agent’s duty to suggest coverage according to the insured’s business
operations. When agents go beyond their legal duties as a normal business practice, make sure
that employees are careful to execute in the risk exposure assessment process and in offering
and appropriate coverage for the customer. Document files accordingly.
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 COINSURANCE EXPLANATION DOCUMENTATION TO THE RESCUE ‐ An agent sold a builder's risk
policy and asked the insured for the completed value. The insured initially advised it was $3
million and then reduced it to $1.5 Million. As result of the reduced value, the very astute agent
provided a letter fully explaining the co‐insurance penalty one could face if they were
underinsured. A loss occurred and sure enough the customer was underinsured. The case was
tried and the jury returned a defense verdict in favor of the agent. The jury advised the court
that the one piece of evidence that influenced them to side with the agent was the letter from
the agent explaining what would happen if the insured was underinsured. A suggested best
practice could be that all customers receive with their policy a letter explaining co‐insurance.
 CONCRETE EVIDENCE ‐ STOP‐GAP/EMPLOYERS LIABILITY DOCUMENTATION ‐ An agent was
asked to quote a concrete statue manufacturing company for liability. The company had been
insured with Carrier A for 25 years, however, their agent representing Carrier A died and they
found the new agent. Not representing Carrier A, the new agent provided a liability coverage
proposal for coverage with Carrier B. Midway through the first policy term with Carrier B, the
owner of the concrete statue manufacturing company decided that he felt more comfortable
being insured with Carrier A. He knew what to expect with Carrier A and wanted to return to
them for coverage. It was purely a comfort issue with the carrier and not the agent. The owner
had his office manager call the home office of Carrier A and obtained the name of an agent that
could write the coverage for them with Carrier A. The new agent representing Carrier A met
with the owner and the owner provide the history of being a long time insured and asked for a
quote from Carrier A. The agent was instructed to set up a meeting with the office manager
which he did. The office manager gave the agent a copy of their current policy with Carrier B
and instructed him to quote with Carrier A the same coverages and the limits currently written
by Carrier B. The agent did exactly that and was instructed to order the policy. When the agent
reviewed Carrier B’s policy, he mistakenly thought there was a Stop‐Gap Employers Liability
Endorsement for operations in a monopolistic state. The agent’s quote request to Carrier A
included request for Stop Gap coverage. Carrier A would not provide a quote for the coverage
as the concrete manufacturing facility class code did not qualify for a Stop‐Gap endorsement.
The agent advised the insured that Carrier A refused to write the Stop‐Gap Coverage
endorsement. The insured acknowledged the lack of coverage but still ordered the policy. The
policy was renewed the next three years, with each year the insured asking the agent to
duplicate the prior year's limits and coverage. Each renewal the agent followed the instructions
of the insured. The customer reviewed the policy form and paid for the policy, but never
requested any other changes to the policy nor addition of the Stop‐Gap coverage. In the fourth
policy year an employee died in a work‐related accident and the insured was sued for
intentional tort for which there was no coverage. The concrete statue manufacturing company
owner sued the agent alleging he failed to provide the "full coverage" requested. The agents file
documented every interaction with the customer and the carriers. In summary agent's file
contained all of the documentation necessary to defend the agency.
 COMPLETED PRODUCTS CREATE LIABILITY? ‐ The agent procured products liability insurance for
a shocks and struts manufacturing company. The owners of the company were nearing
retirement, sold the company to another firm and then canceled their products liability
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insurance. Subsequently, a person was injured due to a failed strut. The insurance company
denied the claim on the basis that the company's product liability did not cover the products
after the coverage was cancelled. The company and its owners were sued for the personal
injury. The agent was sued for failing to properly advise and obtain coverage for products after
the sale of the company was finalized. Unfortunately, the agent’s lack of experience was a
challenge in defending the claim. Furthermore, the company and owners argued that the agent
assured them that they were properly covered for products liability after the sale. The attorney
of the owners failed to show that the agent had a special relationship with the company which
would have increased the duties owned by the agent, thus the court granted partial summary
judgment in favor of the agent on the issue of failure to advise. The trial resulted in a jury verdict
in favor of the agent on the issue of failure to obtain the proper coverage. The jury sided with
the agent because they felt the company owners were sophisticated businessmen who should
have known what type of coverage that they needed. In addition, the defense attorney was
able to show that the company owners were the ones who made the decision to not purchase
the additional coverage.
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Section 11: Preparing and Participating in Depositions
Many agents have never participated in a deposition. A deposition is part of the pre‐trial discovery (or
fact finding) and is set up by one of the attorneys involved to gather sworn testimony. A court reporter
transcribes the testimony. The transcript can be used in trial to either contradict or refresh the memory
of the witness. The deposition can be the foundation to a successful defense of the agency. As one
panel attorney from Swiss Re Corporate Solutions said, “The best deposition results are the product of
the best deposition preparation.” Here is some advice from the panel counsel for Swiss Re Corporate
Solutions for preparing and participating in a deposition:
 Tell the truth – the truth is what you know for a fact, not speculation and guessing
 There is no substitute for preparation, devote adequate time for counsel to prepare agency
staff for the deposition – BE PREPARED
 Follow the advice and recommendations of counsel
 Understand your legal standard of care and duty to advise
 Know every detail of the customer file and your interactions with the customer and carrier
like the palm of your hand
 Where possible be familiar with the depositions of other agency personnel or the insured
 Listen carefully to what is asked and answer accordingly
 Don’t be afraid to ask for clarification of a question
 Concisely answer only the question asked and do not volunteer information in an effort to
get your version of the facts out there
 Do not rush in reviewing the documents presented to you, thoroughly review them prior to
responding
 Do not bring the customer file with you to the deposition unless specifically asked to do so
by your attorney
 Depositions can be adversarial and you don’t have to agree with what is asked simply
because it is asked
 Try not get emotional, stay very factual
 Consider holding a mock deposition to be better prepared for the real thing
 Formulate responses to questions in your head and don’t “think out loud”
 Don’t let the opposing attorney put words in your mouth. They will try!
 Don’t take anything personally , either in the process of preparing for, or in the deposition
itself
 Look professional (be dressed neatly and clean cut) and be polite
 Don’t be afraid to ask for breaks during the deposition to keep you fresh or to speak in
private with your attorney
 Remember that there is nothing wrong with answering “I don’t know” or “I don’t recall”
because taking an oath to tell the truth doesn’t suddenly make you all knowing
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Section 12: Preparing and Participating in Mediations
The financial costs of fighting out a claim in court are extremely high so mediation is often a preferred
route to settle disputes. Mediation is the attempt to settle a legal dispute through active participation
of a third party (mediator) who works to find points of agreement and make those in conflict agree on a
fair result. Generally, mediations are not determinations of whether the agency is anything wrong and
do not constitute an admission of liability. While not every mediation is successful, it can serve as a
valuable way for defense attorneys to better understand plaintiff theories and facts allowing for a more
targeted defense if the dispute does go to trial. Your defense counsel may or may not want you to
attend mediation proceedings.
Supporting the adage that the truth usually lies somewhere in the middle, a good mediation is one in
which both parties leave unhappy but the case is ultimately resolved. Here is some advice from the
panel counsel for Swiss Re Corporate Solutions for preparing for and participating in a deposition:
 Be honest
 Tough skin ‐ Be open‐minded and non‐confrontational especially when listening to the plaintiff’s
introductory comments
 While mediators encourage interactive dialog, don’t offer information or observations unless
requested to by counsel
 Patience – it can be a slow process and immediate results don’t happen; bring your i‐Pad
 Meet with your attorney in advance of the mediation to understand the maximum and probable
exposure to liability and potential damages outcomes to make sure you have the same goals for
the process
 Prepare your negotiation strategy in advance of the mediation, including at which point you
walk away and go to trial,
 Do not bring the customer file or other documentation to the mediation unless specifically
asked to do so by your attorney
 Know your E&O deductible and be prepared to expend it to resolve the case, even if your E&O
policy provides first dollar defense
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Section 13: Emotions During the E&O Claims Process
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions to Your Emotional Rescue
Consumers typically can’t wait to ‘open the box’ of a typical purchase. Not so with insurance. Insurance
can be a frustrating product for consumers. It’s no different for insurance agents purchasing
professional liability to insure their business. On average about 1 and 7 agents will report a potential
claim. A little more than one‐half will not develop into a claim, and will simply close with no further
action. The end result is that roughly 1 in every 15 agents have a claim requiring the carrier to defend
the agent or post a claim reserve in a given year. Keep in mind that claims against insurance agents tend
to mirror the insurance market cycles ‐ fewer claims against agents in the soft market, and increasing
claims frequency in the hard market. Also consider that more and more claims involve carriers suing
their agents for liability generated from perceived agent errors. It’s not at all unlikely that your agency
may be involved in an E&O claim during the life of the agency’s operations.
Remember, just because a carrier contract requires the agency to carry a certain E&O limit doesn’t
mean those limits meet your agency’s actual level of exposure to loss. As you compare coverages
offered by different E&O carriers, treatment of defense costs is key. Nearly 33 cents of every dollar
paid in the handling of an E&O claim is for defense. To have the same level of protection of a policy with
$2M limit with defense outside the limits you actually need a defense inside the limits policy with $3M
limits, to compensate for the cost of defense.
The unfortunate reality is that plaintiffs seek deep pockets. The agency’s E&O policy is an attractive
source of limits, whether or not a mistake was truly made. Interestingly enough, a number attorney’s
compared the emotions to those of grief: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance. While
you’re not going to die from an E&O claim it is important to have proper limits and a carrier that will
mount a knowledgeable and aggressive defense. You worked hard to grow and prosper and adequate
E&O insurance is a prudent way to help protect your investment. If a claim is made against you or your
agency, here are some of the emotions that the panel counsel for Swiss Re Corporate Solutions
observed from the agents involved.
 Anger
 Denial

 Frustration
 Irritation

 Self‐doubt
 Stress

 Acceptance
 Indifference

 Anxiety
 Sense of
Injustice
 Relieve
 Inadequacy

 Depression
 Embarrassment
 Fear
 Helplessness

“Certainty of settlement normally beats taking a case to verdict and not knowing the end result.”
“If you sell big policies, you have big E&O exposure, and should have big limits.”
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Sectio
on 14: It Take
es Time to Make a Claaim Go
o Right
Averagee Staff Tim e Dealing With
W
a Claiim
Being invo
olved in E&O claims can be
e stressful and
time‐conssuming, especcially if it goes to trial. We
e
asked the
e agents E&O panel attorne
eys from
Swiss Re Corporate
C
Solutions to pro
ovide some
thoughts on the averagge amount off time E&O
n take away from
f
staff’s daaily activities.
claims can
Their answ
wers varied depending
d
on the
complexitty and amoun
nt of the claim
m against the
agency. Many
M
of the attorneys
a
reco
ognized the
importancce of minimizzing the impact on the
agency’s time
t
in dealin
ng with the claim. The time
spent will vary depend
ding on which part of the
claim cycle one is in. A reoccurringg theme was that agency sstaff must bee committed tto the defense of
o invest the tiime for a succcessful outco me. Here aree the attorney’s responsess:
the case, and willing to
O average, 15
5‐20 days perr lawsuit if the
e claim is takeen to trial
 On
 Document pro
oduction tend
ds to be very time
t
consumiing, taking seeveral days orr even weeks or
co
omplete
 Agency staff’s time can be very
v
concentrrated in the ddays immediaately the receipt of the claiim.
his time spen
nt on respond
ding to paper discovery, prreparing for d
deposition and
d trial, and th
he
Th
days of trial itsself.
 Th
he distraction
n time for age
ency staff , wh
hile low in th e beginning o
of the case, in
ncreases as th
he
caase proceeds
 At certain poin
nts the agent may be devo
oted full time to the claim process
 Th
he amount off time varies, but a fair estimate is anyywhere from 110 to 250 hou
urs participating in
th
he E&O claims process
 Esstimates on time spent do
on’t include th
he number off sleepless nigghts for agenccy staff involvved
A pound of
o prevention
n ‐ “It is betterr to spend a few
f extra minnutes during tthe day follow
wing good E&O
risk mana
agement pracctices than to spend year in
nvolved in an E&O lawsuit..”
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Section 15: What Should You Be Looking For In a
Claims Department
Like the overall insurance marketplace, the agents E&O marketplace has been very soft. Agencies have
been extremely challenged in growing their business and managing expenses. In a tough economy
agencies may be cutting back and refocusing, just like your customers. You most likely advice your
customers – good price does not necessary mean good value. Now is the time to follow your own
advice. The true value of an E&O policy is in how an E&O carrier handles your claim. Big “I” Professional
Liability Program is celebrating its 25th anniversary with Swiss Re Corporate Solutions as its endorsed
agents E&O carrier. Quality claims handling by the claims team from Swiss Re Corporate Solutions has
been a key feature in making the program a valuable member benefit.
We also asked the attorney’s that work with Swiss Re Corporate Solution to ask what agents should look
for in their E&O carriers claims department. Many of these attorneys have worked with other carriers in
the past and offer valuable guidance. Here is their advice:
 Promptly contacting the policyholder to acknowledgment that the claim is received
 Knowledgeable claims adjusters with the expertise to provide an honest initial
evaluation/assessment of the agents liability exposure
 The ability to provide a clear explanation of the pros and cons of resolving the claim without
litigation
 Clear understanding of the claims and litigation process up front
 Willingness to support policyholders and to take claims to trial when clear liability is not present
 Representatives who can dig and uncover relevant details
 Prompt response on all communications
 Continued communication with policyholder on the status of the claim
 Knowledgeable about underlying insurance coverage and agents standard of care by state
 Ability to comfort agents and to make them feel comfortable focusing on running their agency
 Appropriately staffed with professionals who are intelligent and have a depth of substantive
knowledge and experience
 Provide guidance and practical tips on how to avoid similar future E&O claims
 Willingness to write letters on behalf of the agent to influence the primary carrier that coverage
is available under the primary policy
 Willingness of the claims team to step in early on potential incidents to help prevent from
turning into an actual claim
 Provide an early explanation of how the deductible process works
 A claims team with a good relationship with the underwriting department and willingness to
discuss (or at least listen to) agent concerns of how the claim may affect their insurability and
future premiums
 Expertise in the daily operations of insurance agencies
 Empathy
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